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Abstract.

Pentaqumk. Why it is important and how new technologies (vertex detectors) suggest
dr=tically dHTerent approaches from the search used by Ashery et al.

Problems in B decays with implications for heavy qua; k decays to excited light quark
states like the al.

Problems in B and D decays to final states includ;ng q ~.nd q’ indicating that standard
quark mixing might not hold.

Possible contributions of hybrid quarkonium states to B decays.

Heavy fiavor decays to wir which disagree with conventional expectations.

Possible new spin effects in & decay and the eflect, on the lifetime difference between
the itb and B mesons.

Introduction - What is a Hadron? - The Blind Men
and the Elephant

.Mthough Q CD is supposed to explain everything, present attempts to de-
scribe hadrons remind us of the story of the blind men and the elephant.
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. A pion is a Goldstone Boson - A proton is a Skyrmion

● A pion is two-thirds of a proton. Data still fits simple prediction
crt.t(~-p) = (2/3) . atOt(pp) [1,2] better than 7% up to 310 Gev/c [3].

. Mesons and Baryons are made of the same quarks. Remarkable agree-
ment with experiment for static properties and low lying excitations when
both are described as simple composites of asymptotically free quasipar-
ticles having an effective mass with exactly the same value for predicting
hadron masses, magnetic moments and hyperfine splittings ~4,5].

s Lattice QCD gives all answers. If answer is wrong, get bigger lattice [6].

● Lattice QC D on the H dibaryon cent tins interesting physics ignored by
lattice technologists [5-7]. They disagree on whether the H is bound.
Refuse to consider the physics until much bigger lattices are available [8].

. Light (uds) SU(3) symmetry and heavy quark symmetry (cbt ) are good.

● Light (uds) ST-J(3) symmetry is bad. All nontrivial hadron states violate

SC(3). .M1 light V, A and T mesons have good isospin symmetry with
flavor mixing in (u.d) space and no SE component; e.g. p, u: -4*, ~2.

Q The s-quark is a heavy quark. Flavor mixing in mass eigemtates predicted

by SU(3) is not there. Most nontrivial strange hadron states satisfy (scb)
heavy quark symmetry with no flavor mixing.; e.g. ~, ~, T.

Because of lack of time we consider only two topics listed in the abstract.

The pentaquark search - why and how

The possible existence of exotic hadrons remains a principal question in
hadron spectroscopy and the understanding of how QCD describes binding
of quarks and gluons into hadrons [5]. We still have no experimental infor-
mation about short-range (qq)s or (~g)8 interactions in color sextet or color
octet states. .M1 successes of the constituent quark model with a two-body
color-exchange interaction [9, 10] and all hadron spectroscopy without exotics
including scattering still probe only ( ~q)l and the ( qq)3. interactions in color
singlet and color antit riplet states. Hadron-hadron scattering in the (u,d,s)
sector is dortinated either by qq repulsion between two quarks of same fla-
vor or by resonances produced by annihilation of ijq pair of the same flavor.

Short-range (qq)a or (~q)~ interactions are observable only with more than
three fiavors in realistic scattering experiments with no common flavor be-
tween beam and target. The first question to test is whether these short
range interactions can produce an exotic multiquark bound state.

Two prime candidates for possibly bound exotics are H dibaryon [11] and
pentaquark ~12-14]. Original multiquark calculations indicate equal gains in
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hyperflne energy respectively over AA and D~pthreholds by recoupling color

and spins. A Iattice gauge calculation [6] showed binding of H prevented
by repulsive A-A interaction generated by quark exchange [5,8]. No such

exchange is possible for D,p. Thus the pentaquark seems better candidate
[5]. Combating resdtsfor these cases mayprotide considerable insight into
understanding QCD physics in multiquark systems even if the pentaquark is
not bound. Both experimental searches and lattice gauge calculations for the

pentaquark are of interest. But no such lattice calculation is planned.
In experimental searches every event with a proton from a secondary vertex

indicates a weakly decaying baryon. It cannot be a statistical fluctuation of
known physics. Plans for future experiments and data analyses from ongo-
ing experiments should recognize this point [5] which has not been previously

noted [15, 16]. Pentaquark candidate events seen in the recent Fermilab exper-
iment [17] are suggestive but not yet conclusive, because of experimental un-
certainties. Subsequent experiments with better vertex detectors that cleanly
distinguish between particles from primary and secondary vertices and good
particle ID which unambiguously identify a proton will not need striking de-
cay signatures like pg%r- and should be considered as open searches for new
weakly decaying baryons rather than only the pentaquark. They might e%en

find new physics beyond the standard

Effects of hyperfine

model.

splitting on & Decay

Hadron spectroscopy effects have been shown to contribute to the so far
unexplained enhancement of the Ab lifetime relative to the B lifetime [18].
Consider a model; e.g. factorization, where the hadronic decay is describt’d
at the quark level as b ~ c + X, X denotes any hadron or multihadron state,
and the charmed quark combines with the spectator antiquark in the B decay
and with the spectator diquark in the :~b decay. If the (S=0,1=0) spin and
isospin of the spectator diquark are not changed during the transition, the

~lb - ~= + X and Ab + Z: + X decays are forbidden while the .fb + AC+ X
is allowed. This “spectator spin-isospin conservation” leads to a number of
interesting predictions which can be checked by future experiments. The lib
will decay to a A= and not a Z= or Z=* if the spin-zero diquark picks up a
charmed quark, to a .1 and not a Z or Z “ if it picks up a strange quark, and
to a nucleon and not a & if it picks up a nonstrange quark.

This spin-isospin effect enhances baryons decays. This is simply seen in
a quark-hadron duality approach where the B and & have the same phase
space if spin effects are neglected and decay phase space is given by a sum
over all final states without regard to spin form factors. Introducing spectator
spin-isospin conservation does not affect the B decay but enhances the /\b
decay by always choosing the lower (S =0 ,1=0 ) spectator state and increasing
the available phase space.
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A quantitative estimate with a toy model using experimental masses shows
the following results for the ratios of semileptonic partial widths and lifetimes,

r(A~)
— = 1.07;

T(fib)

r(B)
— = 0.938
T(B)

(1)

These results suggest (1) that phase space effects must be carefully taken
into account using exclusive final states in lifetime calculations which compare
the B and ~ib decays; (2) that the validity of the spectator spin conservation
model should be tested with new data md new analyzes.
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